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Diffractive production of jets and weak bosons and tests of hard-scattering factorization
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We extract diffractive parton densities from data on diffractive deep inelastic scattering~DIS! and on
diffractive photoproduction of jets. We explore the results of severalAnsätze for the functional form of the
parton densities. Then we use the fitted parton densities to predict the diffractive production of jets and ofW’s

and Z’s in pp̄ collisions at the Fermilab Tevatron. To fit the photoproduction data requires a large gluon
density in the Pomeron. The predictions for the Tevatron cross sections are substantially higher than data; this
signals a breakdown of hard-scattering factorization in diffractive hadron-hadron collisions.
@S0556-2821~99!00309-4#

PACS number~s!: 13.60.Hb, 13.85.Qk, 13.87.2a
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I. INTRODUCTION

In view of counterexamples@1,2# to the conjecture of fac-
torization@3# of hard processes in diffractive scattering, it
important to test@4# factorization experimentally. In this pa
per, we present some results to this end. Specifically,
present fits1 to data from the ZEUS and H1 Collaboration
on diffractive deep inelastic scattering~DIS! @6–8# and on
diffractive photoproduction of jets@9#. Then we use these fit
to predict cross sections in hard diffractive processes inpp̄
collisions, with the assumption of factorization; we find th
the predictions fail badly.

We recall that diffractive events are characterized b
large rapidity gap, a region in rapidity where no particles
produced. We are concerned with the case where there
hard scattering and where the gap occurs between the
scattering and one of the beam remnants. Such hard diff
tive events are observed in DIS experiments@10# and are
found to have a large rate: around 10% of the inclusive cr
section. Diffractive jet production inpp̄ collisions was ear-
lier reported by the UA8 Collaboration@11#, but under some-
what different kinematic conditions~larger utu).2 There was
also a report of diffractive bottom production@12#. Now,
more diffractive data are being gathered from a variety
lepto-hadronic@6–9# and hadronic@13–18# processes, bu
with substantially smaller fractions in the case of the diffra
tive production of jets and weak vector bosons inpp̄ inter-
actions than in DIS.

Factorization for diffractive hard scattering is equivale
to the hard-scattering aspects of the Ingelman-Schlein m
@3#, where diffractive scattering is attributed to the exchan
of a Pomeron—a colorless object with vacuum quant
numbers. Ingelman and Schlein treat the Pomeron like a
particle, and so they consider that a diffractive electro
proton collision is due to an electron-Pomeron collision a

1The fits presented in this paper represent a complete updatin
our fits in an earlier report@5#.

2By t we mean the invariant momentum-transfer-squared from
diffracted hadron.
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that a diffractive proton-proton collision is due to a proto
Pomeron collision. Therefore they propose that diffract
hard cross sections are obtained as a product of a h
scattering coefficient~or Wilson coefficient!, a known
Pomeron-proton coupling, and parton densities in
Pomeron.

As was already known@2# before the advent of QCD
factorization is not expected to hold in general for diffracti
hard processes. Furthermore, on the basis of a breakdow
the triple-Regge theory for soft single-diffractive excitatio
Goulianos has proposed@19# to renormalize the Pomero
flux in an energy-dependent way. The agreement betw
data and his calculated cross sections is evidence that h
scattering factorization is likely to break down in diffractiv
hadron-hadron collisions.

However, one of us has recently proved factorization@20#
for those diffractive hard processes that are lepton induc
these include diffractive DIS and diffractivedirect photopro-
duction of jets. The proof fails for hadron-induced process
In this formulation, the primary non-perturbative quantiti
are diffractive parton densities@21–23# in the proton. Al-
though we will use the terminology of ‘‘parton densities
the Pomeron,’’ this mainly gives a useful way to describe
kind of parametrization we use for the diffractive parton de
sities, together with an indication of the quantum numb
that we believe to be exchanged across the rapidity g
There is no necessary requirement that the object we cal
Pomeron be the same as in soft scattering.3

In principle, the parton densities in the Pomeron can
extracted from diffractive DIS (F2) measurements alone
Since the Pomeron is isosinglet and is its own charge co
gate, there is only a single light quark density to measu
one does not have the complication of separating the dif
ent flavors of quark that one has in the case of the pa
densities of the proton. TheQ dependence of the structur
functions enables one to determine the gluon density.
H1 Collaboration has already presented@8# a fit of this kind.
This type of data sufficiently determines the quark density
the Pomeron, and the H1 fits suggest a large gluon con

of

e 3So Dokshitzer@24# would probably object to our use of the wor
‘‘Pomeron.’’
©1999 The American Physical Society22-1
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ALVERO, COLLINS, TERRON, AND WHITMORE PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 074022
for the Pomeron. However, a more direct measurement of
gluons can be made in photoproduction, since the lead
order processes have both quark- and gluon-induced te
The ZEUS Collaboration has already presented experime
evidence for a large gluon content of the Pomeron; they p
formed a combined analysis of their results on the diffract
structure function in deep inelastic scattering@6# and on dif-
fractive jet photoproduction@9#.

The main result of the ZEUS work was information on t
overall normalization of the diffractive parton densities.
this paper, our aim is to obtain more detailed fits includi
the H1 data, and to use the resulting fits to predict other c
sections. We use data on both DIS and photoproduction.
cently, the ZEUS Collaboration reported@25# new fits to
their data that were made independently, but in a sim
fashion to ours.

For fitting the DIS data, we use full next-to-leading-ord
~NLO! calculations. The use of NLO rather than LO calc
lations is important since the gluon density is larger than
quark density. For the photoproduction data, we use lead
order calculations in a Monte Carlo event generator in or
to implement the experimental cuts. The event generator
constructed by two of us@26# as an extension of thePOMPYT

generator to allow the use of evolved parton densities in
Pomeron. With the resulting diffractive parton densities
calculate hard diffractive processes in hadron-hadron c
sions, given the assumption of factorization.

In the past, Ingelman and Schlein@3# and Bruni and In-
gelman@27# have made similar calculations for one of th
hadron-induced processes that we consider here (W/Z pro-
duction!. Their results have provided a commonly us
benchmark in the phenomenology of these processes. T
provide a choice of either ‘‘hard’’ or ‘‘soft’’ distributions of
partons in the Pomeron, according to theb→1 behavior.4

The hard distributions give larger diffractive cross sectio
At that time, there were no data to determine the distri
tions. We will find that although the quark distributions pr
ferred by the DIS data are hard, our cross sections are
stantially below those predicted by Bruni and Ingelman. W
will present an analysis of the reasons for the lower val
that we find.

Nevertheless, our predictions for hadron-induced cr
sections are well above the measurements@13–18#, for both
W production and jet production. In the case of jet produ
tion, the excess only occurs because of the large gluon
sity that is strongly preferred by the photoproduction dat

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we sh
our fits to diffractive deep inelastic and photoproducti
data. In Sec. III, we present some details of the formu
used to calculate the cross sections in hadron-hadron
cesses, and we discuss the kinematics and phase-spac
that we used. Then in Secs. IV and V, we present and dis
the results obtained for vector boson production and jet p
duction, respectively. Finally, we summarize our findings
Sec. VI.

4Here,b is the fraction of the Pomeron’s momentum that is c
ried by the struck parton.
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Other fits to the diffractive structure functions measur
by H1 have been made by Gehrmann and Stirling@28# and
by Kunszt and Stirling@21#. Golec-Biernat and Kwiecin´ski
@29# assumed a parametrization of the parton densities in
Pomeron and found it to be compatible with the H1 data
diffractive DIS. Their quark densities are about 30% sma
than ours, and they required the momentum sum rule to
valid. The new features of our work are a fit to a wider ran
of data, including photoproduction, the lack of an assum
tion of the momentum sum rule, and a calculation of t
cross sections for diffractive jet andW andZ production, so
as to test factorization by comparison with data from t
Collider Defector at Fernilab~CDF! and D0 experiments.

II. PARTONS IN THE POMERON

We will present a series of fits of parton densities in t
Pomeron to data on diffractive DIS and diffractive photopr
duction of jets. There are four sets of data that we use:

~i! DIS data obtained by ZEUS using the rapidity g
method@6#.

~ii ! DIS data obtained by ZEUS using their leading prot
spectrometer~LPS! @7#.

~iii ! DIS data obtained by H1 using the rapidity ga
method@8#.

~iv! Photoproduction data obtained by ZEUS using t
rapidity gap method@9#.

A. DIS

Diffractive structure functions are related to the differe
tial cross section for the processe1p→e1p1X:

d4sdiff

dbdQ2dxPdt
5

2pa2

bQ4
$@11~12y!2#F2

D~4!2y2FL
D~4!%,

~1!

where corrections due toZ0 exchange and due to radiativ
corrections have been ignored. HerexP is the fractional mo-
mentum loss of the diffracted proton~in the sense of light-
cone momentum!, and t is the invariant momentum transfe
for the diffracted proton. The variablesQ2 and y are the
usual DIS variables, andb5xBj /xP , with xBj being the usual
Bjorken scaling variable of DIS.

Except for the ZEUS LPS data, the momentum transfet
is not measured; so we make fits to the structure func
integrated overt, and write the structure function in the form

F2
D~3!~b,Q2,xP!5E

21

0

dt F2
D~4!~b,Q2,xP ,t !. ~2!

@We have set the lower limit ont to 21 GeV2 to avoid
including contributions where the putative diffracted prot
results from fragmentation of a highpT jet. This point should
not be important at smallxP . Moreover, the integrand in Eq
~2! is steeply falling in t so that the contributions to th
integral from the regiont,21 are quite small.#

-
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DIFFRACTIVE PRODUCTION OF JETS AND WEAK . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 074022
We next use hard-scattering factorization, proved in@20#,
to write the diffractive structure function in terms of diffrac
tive parton densities and hard-scattering coefficients:

F2
D~3!~b,Q2,xP!5(

a
ea

2b f a
D~3!~b,Q2,xP!

1NLO corrections, ~3!

an equation valid to the leading power inQ. The hard-
scattering coefficients are the same as in ordinary inclu
DIS. The predictive power of this equation comes from t
Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi~DGLAP! evolu-
tion equation obeyed by the parton densities and from
universality of the parton densities: they can be used to
dict the cross sections for certain other diffractive hard p
cesses. Factorization also holds for the diffractive struct
function differential int.

We now assume thatxP is small. It is therefore sensible t
use a parametrization of thexP dependence that is motivate
by Regge theory.

If Regge factorization is valid, then the dependence onxP
is of the form given by Regge theory, and therefore can
represented by a Pomeron flux factor,f P/p , that is related to
the Pomeron-proton coupling measured in proton-pro
elastic scattering. We do not necessarily expect Regge
torization to be valid. Nevertheless, we will assume tha
suitable parametrization of thexP-dependence is of the
Regge form, but possibly with different parameters than
proton-proton elastic scattering. If this form is not suitab
then we will find that we cannot fit the data, and a mo
general parametrization is needed. This can happen e
though hard-scattering factorization remains valid in
form, Eq. ~3!, proved in Ref.@20#.

So we will write the diffractive parton densities as
Pomeron flux factor times what are termed parton dens
in the Pomeron:

f a
D~3!~b,Q2,xP!5 f P/p~xP! f a/P~b,Q2!. ~4!

Furthermore, we will assume that the Pomeron flux facto
of the Donnachie-Landshoff~DL! @30# form

f P/p
DL ~xP!5E

21

0

dt
9b0

2

4p2 F4mp
222.8t

4mp
22t

S 1

12t/0.7D
2G 2

xP
122a~ t ! ,

~5!

where mp is the proton mass,b0.1.8 GeV21 is the
Pomeron-quark coupling anda(t)5aP10.25t is the
Pomeron trajectory. We treataP as a parameter of our fits
instead of using the value given by Donnachie and La
shoff. Up to logarithmic corrections, the flux factor int
grated overt is

f P/p~xP!.CxP
122aP , ~6!

whereC is a constant.
The t-dependence of the DL flux factor is not used in a

of our fits; so the only use we make of thet dependence in
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Eq. ~5! is to give a convention for a normalization factor th
is convenient for comparisons with other work.

There is in fact another Pomeron flux factor that is co
monly used, that of Ingelman and Schlein~IS! @3#. This dif-
fers from the DL flux factor primarily in its normalization
Since the same normalization factor appears in all our cr
sections, its value is irrelevant to our phenomenology. A
change in the normalization factor is completely compe
sated for by changing the parton densities by an inverse
tor, and we obtain the parton densities from fitting a set
data without anya priori expectations as to their normaliza
tion.

However, the normalization does affect the question
whether the momentum sum rule is obeyed by the par
densities in the Pomeron. Since it is not at present und
stood whether the sum rule is a theorem, this issue will
affect us. The momentum sum rule isnot assumed in any of
our fits.

We will use Regge theory to make one further~correct-
able! assumption; this is, in effect, that the Pomeron ha
definite charge conjugation parity and is an isosinglet. T
implies that the distributions ofu, d, ū and d̄ quarks are
equal. Such an assumption is also valid in simple mod
where the rapidity gap is generated by gluon exchange.
possible mechanism for violation of the equality of the lig
parton densities would be the existence of an odderon, wh
has opposite charge conjugation to the Pomeron. The e
tence of Pomeron-odderon interference would break
equality of the quark and antiquark distributions. We w
ignore this possibility, since there is no convincing pheno
enological evidence to persuade us of the odderon’s e
tence. We also note that the issue does not concern us in
and photoproduction, since the hard-scattering coefficie
are the same for quarks and antiquarks; in effect we w
measure the average of the quark and antiquark distributi
Odderon contributions would only matter when we ma
predictions for diffractive cross sections at the Tevatron.

In the data obtained using the rapidity gap method@6,8#,
the outgoing proton is not detected. Such data inclu
‘‘double-dissociative’’ contributions where the proton is e
cited to a state that escapes down the beam-pipe and,
misses the detector. Factorization works for such final sta
but since we will also wish to fit data where the outgoi
proton is detected, we prefer to correct the data to remove
double-dissociative contribution. In the case of the ZEU
rapidity gap data@6#, excited states up to about 4 GeV pa
the diffraction selection cuts, and it is estimated that ther
a contribution of (15610)% to the measured diffractiveF2
from double-dissociative events. In obtaining our fits, w
have corrected the relevant ZEUS data to take this into
count. For the case of photoproduction data, we make
corresponding corrections for double dissociation and
nondiffractive contributions as well. No corrections ha
been made to the H1 diffractiveF2 data for which excited
states up to 1.6 GeV are included. This point is relev
when we compare predictions obtained using our fits to d
where the diffracted proton is detected~as in Sec. V! and
also when we later compare our fits to both ZEUS and
data.
2-3
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ALVERO, COLLINS, TERRON, AND WHITMORE PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 074022
B. Photoproduction of jets

Similar formulas apply to photoproduction. For the dire
diffractive photoproduction of a jet,g1p→ jet1X1p, we
let ET andh be the transverse energy and pseudorapidity
the jet. Then the cross section is

ds

dxPdtdETdh
5(

a
E db f P/p~xP ,t ! f a/P~b!

dŝg1a→J1X

dETdh
.

~7!

Here, dŝg1a→J1X is the hard-scattering coefficient for th
production of a jet in the collision of a photon and a part
of typea. It is the same as in inclusive photoproduction. T
Pomeron flux factorf P/p and the parton densities in th
Pomeron are the same as in the previous section.

The proof@20# of the factorization theorem indicates th
factorization is valid for the direct part but probably not f
the resolved part of the diffractive photoproduction of je
Fortunately, most of the cross section is from the direct p
cess. This is known from the experimental data@9#, and is
also verified by our Monte Carlo calculations. For the kin
matic configurations of the data, we find a direct contribut
that is 2–4.5 times larger than the resolved contribution,
cept ath50.75, where the two terms are comparable in si

If we use the factorization formula to calculate cross s
tions for diffractive photoproduction, then presumably w
should multiply the resolved contribution to the cross sect
by a correction factor5 similar to the one needed in hadro
hadron scattering~Secs. IV and V!. Given the dominance o
the direct contribution and the low precision of the curre
data—Fig. 3—we feel that this is an unnecessary refinem
in the present work.

Beyond leading order, the separation between the
solved and direct processes is not unambiguous. Again
the level of accuracy of the present data, we think that thi
not an important enough issue to affect our results.

C. Selection of data

As far as the DIS data are concerned, we restrict
attention to the subset of the data that is in the truly diffr
tive region. So we now explain the criteria we use to sel
the data for our fits.

For the purposes of this paper, we define the diffract
component of a cross section to be the part of the cr
section corresponding to the leading-powerxP-dependence
of the form in Eq.~6!. With this definition of diffraction, the
cross sections reported by the ZEUS experiment@6,7,9# are
the diffractive components.

We do not need to address the question of whether
power dependence we use, withaP around 1.1 or 1.2, is the

5On the basis of experimental evidence and of Regge models@2#
for diffractive scattering, we might expect the correction factor
be less than unity, a suppression factor. However, the cohe
Pomeron mechanism of Collins, Frankfurt and Strikman@1# would
enhance the cross section. We will discuss this issue further in
conclusions.
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ultimate asymptotic behavior asxP→0. We also do not re-
quire that this power be the same as in soft diffraction. It
sufficient that the power law represents an adequate app
mation to a measurable part of the cross section, given
the factorization theorem@20# applies quite generally, and
not just at smallxP . This in fact implies that our restriction
to diffractive data is mainly a matter of convenience, to
duce the number of parameters and to be in a region oxP
common to the four sets of data to which we make fits.

The H1 data@8# include both non-diffractive and diffrac
tive components, as is evidenced by the experiment’s fi
their data with two powers ofxP . To restrict our own fit to
the diffractive region, we imposed the following cuts on a
the DIS data: atb50.175 or 0.2, we requirexP,231023;
at b50.375 or 0.4, we requirexP,431023; and at b
50.65, we requirexP,131022. We estimated these cuts b
examining where the power-law associated with t
Pomeron dominates H1’s fits to thexP dependence. The H1
data atb50.1 andb50.04 are eliminated from our fits by
this criterion.

Another significant constraint is that we must restrict o
fits to the truly deep-inelastic region. Outside of this regio
the leading-twist QCD factorization theorem for DIS do
not hold. In fact some of the H1 data lie very much in t
resonance region. For example, they have points atb50.9
andQ254.5 GeV2. There the invariant mass of the excite
hadronic system ismX5QA1/b2150.7 GeV, i.e., close to
the r resonance. While there are perturbative QCD res
that apply in this region, they certainly do not include t
usual inclusive factorization formula, Eq.~3!. Most of H1’s
data atb50.9 are at lowmX , while the data at smallerb
havemX greater than about 2 GeV. Therefore we have s
ply chosen to discard theb50.9 data when we make our fits

With these cuts, the set of data which we fit comprises
points, of which 22 are from ZEUS DIS data obtained w
the rapidity gap method@6#, 3 from ZEUS DIS data from its
LPS @7#, 48 from H1 DIS data@8#, and 4 from the ZEUS
photoproduction data@9#. These subsets of data we will ca
‘‘ZEUS F2D3,’’ ‘‘ZEUS LPS,’’ ‘‘H1 F2D3,’’ and ‘‘ZEUS
Photo,’’ respectively.

The region in which we make the fits is shown in Figs.
2 and 3 below, which compare our fits to the data used
make the fits.

D. Fits

Each of our fits is represented by a parametrization of
initial distributions atQ0

254 GeV2 for the u, ū, d, and d̄
quarks and for the gluon. The other quark distributions
assumed to be zero at this scale. For the DIS cross sect
we used full NLO calculations~with full evolution and with
the number of flavors set equal to 3!, while for the photopro-
duction cross sections, we used a version ofPOMPYT that two
of us have constructed@26#, with the same evolved parto
distributions as we used for DIS. The factorization and ren
malization scheme is modified minimal subtraction~MS!
here and throughout this paper. As stated above,
Pomeron flux factor is of the Donnachie-Landshoff form, E
~5!, but with an adjustable parameter foraP , and we did not

nt

he
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FIG. 1. Comparison of the fits foraP51.14 and the DIS data from H1@8# that were used in the fits. Fit A is represented by the das
line, fit B by the dotted line, fit C by the dot-dashed line, fit D by the solid line, and fit SG by the heavy dashed line.
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assume a momentum sum rule for the parton densities in
Pomeron, so that the choice of normalization for the fl
factor is irrelevant. The fits were made by minimizingx2,
with the experimental systematic errors being added
quadrature to the statistical errors; no attempt was mad
handle point-to-point correlated errors. The program use
perform the evolution was that of CTEQ@31#.

We tried five functional forms for the parton densitie
which we label A, B, C, D, and SG. For each of these fi
forms @Eqs.~8! and~9!, below#, we present the values of th
parameters that give the best fit, given in turn each of
following three values ofaP :

~i! aP51.08, which represents an appropriate value fo
conventional Pomeron, as seen in soft scattering.

~ii ! aP51.14, which approximates the best value ofaP
associated with any of the parametrizations except D.

~iii ! aP51.19, which gives the best fit associated w
parametrization D.

Since it is time-consuming to generate Monte Ca
events for the photoproduction process and since the num
of photoproduction data is small, we first made some p
liminary fits to DIS data alone to determine suitable valu
for aP , as listed above. Since thex2 is not strongly depen-
dent onaP , this seems to us to be sufficient. We will com
ment on the numerical values later.

Four of the parametrizations, labeled A, B, C and D, u
conventional shapes for the initial distributions. The final
has a gluon distribution that is peaked nearb51, as sug-
gested by the fit@8# obtained by the H1 Collaboration; w
call this our ‘‘super-hard gluon’’ SG fit.

Parametrizations A–D are all of the general form
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b f q/P~b,Q0
2!5aq@b~12b!1ãq~12b!2#,

b f g/P~b,Q0
2!5agb~12b!, ~8!

with a series of constraints on the parameters. Note that s
the Pomeron is isosinglet and self-charge-conjugate, the

FIG. 2. Comparison of the fits foraP51.14 and the DIS data
from ZEUS @6,7# that were used in the fits. The LPS data we us
consist of just the three points atQ258 GeV2. The code for the
lines is the same as in Fig. 1.
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ALVERO, COLLINS, TERRON, AND WHITMORE PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 074022
tributions of theu, d, ū, andd̄ quarks are all equal. Our firs
parametrization A represents a conventional hard quark
rametrization, where we setãq5ag50. Then in parametri-
zation C we allow a soft quark term, while keeping no glu
term, so thatag50. In parametrization B we allow an initia
gluon distribution but do not allow a soft quark term, so th
ãq50. Finally, in parametrization D we remove all the co
straints.

The super-hard gluon parametrization, SG, is of the fo

b f q/P~b,Q0
2!5aqb~12b!,

b f g/P~b,Q0
2!5agb8~12b!0.3; ~9!

i.e., the quark has a hard form, and the gluon is stron
emphasized at largeb. The exponents for the gluon distr
bution were chosen somewhat arbitrarily, with no attem
being made to fit them.

In Table I, we show the parameters for each of the fi
and in Table II we show the values ofx2, both for the total
set of data and for each of the four subsets separately
Figs. 1 and 2 we compare our fits to the H1 and ZEUS D
data.

One important property of the fits is that the overall no
malization of the quark distribution is quite well determine
as represented by the coefficientaq . This is not surprising,
since the DIS cross section is dominated by a quark-indu
process. The systematic shift to lower values ofaq andag as
aP increases is entirely due to the fact that the cross sec
has a factor 1/xP

2aP and that the data are in the regionxP

<1022.
The next important property is that a large initial gluo

distribution is strongly preferred. This can easily be se

FIG. 3. Comparison of the fits foraP51.14 and the ZEUS pho
toproduction data@9# used in the fits. The code for the lines is th
same as in Fig. 1.
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from the comparison to the photoproduction data in Fig.
With an initial gluon distribution that is zero, the cross se
tion ~dashed or dot-dashed curve! is over an order of magni-
tude below the data. Even though there are only 4 d
points, the improvement when one goes to a parametriza
with a large initial gluon distribution is the dominant effe
in determining the gluon. The preference is also se
strongly in thex2 values for the H1 DIS data—see Table I
However, this preference is also associated with a nega
soft-quark term in the initial parton densities, which wou
appear to be unphysical. We comment on this below.

The relative size of the gluon distributions can be seen
Table III, which gives the momentum sums for the initi
parton distributions for each of the fits~in the case thataP
51.14). Note that the total momentum sum, as opposed
its quark and gluon components, is invariant under DGL
evolution.

Now let us examine the fits in turn.
Fit A has no gluons and no soft quark term. A good fit

the ZEUS DIS data is obtained:x2/(data point) is about
10/22 for the rapidity gap data and 2/3–5/3 for the LPS d
~depending on the value ofaP). However, only a moderately
good fit is obtained for the H1 data:x2/(data point)
.70/48. The LPS data show a mild preference for a sm
value ofaP , but this tendency is overwhelmed in thex2 by
a strong preference of the H1 data for a larger value:aP

TABLE I. Parameters of the fits for three different values ofaP .

aP51.08

Fit aq ag ãq

A 0.49660.013 0 0
B 0.49360.013 9.362.5 0
C 0.50160.022 0 20.00860.031
D 0.56560.026 15.463.1 20.11360.031
SG 0.47060.015 12.663.9 0

aP51.14

Fit aq ag ãq

A 0.24060.006 0 0
B 0.23960.006 4.560.5 0
C 0.24960.011 0 20.03160.029
D 0.29260.013 9.761.7 20.15960.029
SG 0.22560.008 7.462.2 0

aP51.19

Fit aq ag ãq

A 0.13660.004 0 0
B 0.13560.004 2.660.6 0
C 0.14360.006 0 20.04260.028
D 0.17560.008 6.761.0 20.19160.026
SG 0.12660.005 5.061.4 0
2-6
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DIFFRACTIVE PRODUCTION OF JETS AND WEAK . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 074022
51.14 gives a much betterx2 thanaP51.08. However, the
photoproduction data are not reproduced at all.

Fit B differs from fit A by allowing an initial gluon dis-
tribution. Not surprisingly, this allows us to fit the photopr
duction data much better with thex2/(data point) ranging
from 2/4 to 4/4. However, these goodx2 values are mainly
due to the large errors in the last two data points. TheQ2

dependence of the diffractive structure functions, as sho
in Fig. 4, illustrates the strong influence of the gluon dens
on the evolution. We do not get a particularly good fit to t
H1 data.

TABLE II. x2 for each of the fits. The data sets and the num
of points are ZEUS F2D3, 22 points; ZEUS F2D3 LPS, 3 poin
H1 F2D3, 48 points; ZEUS photoproduction, 4 points. The to
number of data points is 77.

aP51.08

Fit Zeus F2D3 Zeus LPS H1 F2D3 Zeus Photo All se

A 8.2 1.8 81.9 9.9 101.8
B 5.9 2.0 77.7 2.1 87.8
C 8.5 1.8 81.6 9.9 101.8
D 9.3 1.8 65.3 1.2 77.6
SG 6.6 1.9 80.7 2.1 91.2

aP51.14

Fit Zeus F2D3 Zeus LPS H1 F2D3 Zeus Photo All se

A 8.6 3.3 68.8 10.1 90.8
B 5.8 3.4 65.3 3.3 77.8
C 9.7 3.2 66.8 10.1 89.7
D 10.8 2.4 42.1 1.1 56.3
SG 6.2 3.7 67.7 1.9 79.6

aP51.19

Fit Zeus F2D3 Zeus LPS H1 F2D3 Zeus Photo All se

A 9.5 5.0 72.3 10.2 97.1
B 6.3 4.9 68.3 4.0 83.6
C 11.0 4.7 69.0 10.2 95.0
D 12.4 3.0 34.8 1.0 51.2
SG 6.4 5.8 70.6 2.0 84.9

TABLE III. Momentum sums*0
1dbb f a/P(b) at Q5Q052

GeV for the fits withaP51.14. The quark column represents a su

over the 4 light flavorsu, d, ū, andd̄.

Fit Quarks Gluon Total

A 0.160 0 0.160
B 0.159 0.750 0.909
C 0.156 0 0.156
D 0.133 1.622 1.755
SG 0.150 0.375 0.525
07402
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We next examine the effect of a soft quark term, in fit
Although, in general, Regge theory suggests that th
should be such a term in the parton densities at some le
what is surprising is that its coefficient is negative. The res
is in fact the best of all our fits, including an excellent fit
the photoproduction data. The negative soft-quark term c
not represent the whole story, since it makes the initial qu
densities negative at smallb. Notice that the quark distribu
tion only becomes negative whenb is below the region
where we are fitting data, so that we do not have an unph
cal quark density. If one wishes to extrapolate our par
densities to lowb, it would be sensible to replace the initia
quark density by zero whenever the formula gives a nega
value. This is in fact done automatically by the CTEQ ev
lution code that we are using, and one result of this can
seen in Fig. 5. In the curve for fit D atQ254.5 GeV2, there
is a kink a little belowb50.2. Notice that this kink disap
pears at higherQ2, when the effects of evolution give
larger positive contribution to the quark density at smallb. It
is interesting that the restricted set of data to which we
provides no significant hint of a soft-quark term if we restr
to parton densities with no initial glue—as is seen in fit C

However, we are not sure to what extent the significan
of this estimate of the soft-quark term is to be taken litera
If there were a systematic shift of the data with a series
points moving in a correlated way by about 1 standard
viation, the soft-quark term could be much reduced. E
dence that such a shift is possible is shown in Fig. 6. Th
we plot DIS data from both experiments. Generally the e
periments are compatible, but there is a tendency for
ZEUS data to be about one standard deviation lower than
H1 data for all the plots atb50.65. This would have a sig
nificant effect on thex2: at the level of ten units, given the
number of points.

Our final fits, SG, have an initial gluon density that

r
;
l

FIG. 4. Q2 dependence of the fits withaP51.14. The code for
the lines is the same as in Fig. 1.
2-7
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ALVERO, COLLINS, TERRON, AND WHITMORE PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 074022
peaked at largeb, to mimic the one in the fits presented b
H1 @8#. Interestingly, we get a good fit to allbut the H1 data.
It should be remembered, however, that we have foun
appropriate to fit only to a subset of the data, as explai
above, in Sec. II C.

Finally, we comment on the value ofaP . We find that we
prefer the value 1.14 for fits A, B, C, and SG. However, fit
gives a value of 1.19. These values are certainly larger t
the value for a soft Pomeron, and the lowestx2 is given by

FIG. 5. b dependence of the fits withaP51.14. The code for the
lines is the same as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 6. Comparison of the fits with the DIS data from both t
H1 experiment~solid circles! and the ZEUS experiment~open
circles!, in the region where both experiments have data. The c
for the lines is the same as in Fig. 1.
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fit D with aP51.19, which is compatible with the valu
preferred by H1 @8#: aP51.20360.020 ~stat!60.013
(syst)20.035

10.030 ~model!. However, observe that fit D withaP
51.14 provides a perfectly adequate fit,x2556.3 for 73
degrees of freedom, and that the preference for the hig
value ofaP is entirely given by the H1 data.

In this context, it is worth examining Fig. 7, where w
compare all the H1 data with the predictions of our fits e
tended beyond the range where we make the fits. Som
the data are in a region of largerxP where we decided tha
the cross section is not Pomeron-dominated. The motiva
for excluding certain regions of data can be seen particul
clearly in the graphs forb50.2. Furthermore, atb50.9, the
data appear to rise more steeply at smallxP than our fits.
While this is not conclusive, it suggests that a larger value
the Pomeron intercept,aP , would be needed to fit this subse
of the data. As we explained in Sec. II C, these data are
the resonance region and it is thus not correct to inclu
them in our fitting or to apply the factorization theorem
this region.

Moreover, it has been established that the Pomeron tra
tory is not universal, since the value ofaP in hard scattering
is not the same as in soft scattering. The proof of factori
tion certainly does not require such universality. Therefo
there is no reason to assume that the same value ofaP ap-
plies to exclusive deep-inelastic processes and to the no
DIS region to which the factorization formula applies.

Factorization does apply two constraints, however. Fi
parton densities are universal within the class of processe
which the factorization theorem applies;aP must be the
same in these different processes. The second const
arises from DGLAP evolution. Since evolution relates part
densities at different values ofQ and b, variations ofaP
with b andQ cannot be totally arbitrary. For example, su
pose that at some particular value ofQ, the value ofaP were
larger at largeb than at smallb. Then evolution to largerQ
would make the largest value ofaP dominate at allb.

E. Shape of diffractive parton densities

Since there are DIS data for a range of values ofb, the
data do provide information on the shape of the diffract
quark distribution. For example, we are able to obtain s
nificant information on the soft quark parameterãq in Eq.
~8!.

However, we do not yet have similar information on th
shape of the diffractive gluon distribution. We have two fi
D and SG that provide good fits to the photoproduction da
but with dramatically different shapes. A direct measurem
of the shape of the diffractive gluon distribution can be ma
in diffractive photoproduction of dijets by using the cro
section ds/dbOBS, where bOBS is the longitudinal~light-
front! momentum of the jet pair relative to the Pomeron.
the leading-order parton approximation,bOBS is exactly the
momentum fraction of the parton in the Pomeron initiati
the hard scattering.

We see the implications of these observations in Fig
where we superimpose our predictions on preliminary d
@25# for the diffractive photoproduction of dijets as a fun
e

2-8
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FIG. 7. Comparison of the fits foraP51.14 and all the DIS data from H1@8#. The code for the lines is the same as in Fig. 1.
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tion of each of several kinematic variables. The only plot t
enables us to distinguish the D and SG fits is that of thebOBS

dependence. The singular gluon is evidently preferred. In
other plots, both D and SG reproduce the normalization
shape of the cross section.

FIG. 8. Comparison of the fits foraP51.14 and the preliminary
1994 ZEUS photoproduction data@25#. The code for the lines is the
same as in Fig. 1. A double dissociation contribution of (
613)% has been subtracted from the data. Note that these
were not used in the fits.
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In this same paper@25#, fits of diffractive parton densities
were presented. These were made independently of o
with the same kinds of parametrization, but with the inc
sion of only the ZEUS data; the results, particularly as
gards the gluon distribution, are in general agreement w
ours.

The preference for a singular gluon distribution is
agreement with the H1 conclusions@8#. It is interesting that
in our fits the subset of the H1 data that we use shows
opposite preference—see Table II.

III. KINEMATICS AND CROSS SECTIONS
FOR HADRON-INDUCED PROCESSES

We now consider the production ofW andZ bosons and
of jets in diffractivepp̄ collisions. In addition, we conside
W production with explicit measurement of the distributio
of the final-state leptons. Schematically, these processes

p~p1!1 p̄~p2!→~W or Z!1 p̄1X,

p~p1!1 p̄~p2!→ jet1 p̄1X,

p~p1!1 p̄~p2!→~W→ l 1n!1 p̄1X. ~10!

We take the Pomeron to be emitted from the antiproton
the positivez-axis to be along the antiproton’s direction.

ata
2-9
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ALVERO, COLLINS, TERRON, AND WHITMORE PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 074022
A. Diffractive jet production

Consider the diffractive cross section for the product
of a jet with rapidityy, in a hadron-hadron collision. We wil
assume hard-scattering factorization@3,4#. At leading order,
the hard-scattering process is 2→2 at the parton level, and
results in a cross section of the form

ds jet

dy
5(

a,b
E dET 2ETE dy8E dxP f P/ p̄~xP ,m!

3 f a/p~xa ,m! f b/P~xb ,m!xaxb

dŝab
jet

d t̂
, ~11!

where the sum is over all the active parton~quark, antiquark
and gluon! flavors. The integration variables areET , the
transverse energy of the jet,y8, the rapidity of the other jet
and xP , the momentum fraction of the Pomeron. The m
mentum fractions of the partons, relative to their parent p
ton and Pomeron are

xa5
ET

As
~e2y1e2y8! and xb5

ET

AsxP

~ey1ey8!.

~12!

The functionsf a/p(xa) and f b/P(xb) are the number densitie
of partons in the proton and Pomeron, respectively, wh
f P/ p̄ is the same Pomeron flux factor that we used in S
II A @see Eq.~5!#. dŝab

jet/d t̂ is the partonic hard-scatterin
coefficient, andm is the factorization scale, which we s
equal toET . The limits on the integrations are determined
the experimental conditions.

The diffractive cross section given by Eq.~11! has the
same structure as the factorized form of the correspond
inclusive cross section~i.e., without the diffractive require-
ment!, except for the Pomeron flux factor and the part
densities in the Pomeron. The same hard-scattering co
cient and nucleon parton distribution functions appear
both cross sections.

The cross section given by Eq.~11! has contributions
from a range of subprocesses. The indicesa,b labeling the
incoming partons range over the gluon and all the flavors
quarks and antiquarks. The LO form of the partonic cro
sectiondŝab

jet/d t̂ may be found in@32#.

B. Diffractive W and Z production

The cross section for the diffractive production of we
vector bosons is given by

sVB5s0
VB(

a,b
E dxP

xP
E dxb

xb
E dxa

xa
f P/ p̄~xP! f b/P~xb!

3 f a/p~xa! C̃ab
VB vabS t

xaxbxP
,asD , ~13!

wheres0
VB5A2pGFMVB

2 /3s, MVB5MW or MZ is the vec-
tor boson mass,GF is the Fermi constant,xb ,xa are momen-
tum fractions of partons from the Pomeron and proton,
07402
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spectively, andt5MVB
2 /s. For W bosons,C̃qq8

W
5uVqq8u

2 if
eq1eq8561 and zero otherwise, whereq denotes a quark
flavor, eq the fractional charge of quarkq and Vqq8 is the
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix element. ForZ bosons,
C̃qq̄

Z
51/222uequsin2 uW14uequ2sin4 uW, where uW is the

Weinberg or weak-mixing angle. Similar expressions ap
for C̃qg

W and C̃qg
Z which are relevant for gluon-induced sca

tering. The hard-scattering functionvab in the MS scheme
and to NLO in the QCD strong couplingas can be found in
@33#.

C. Diffractive production of leptons from the W

Since leptonic decays ofW bosons include an unobserve
neutrino, it is useful to compute the distribution of the o
served charged lepton. The general formula for the distri
tion of leptons fromW production has the same form as th
for jet production, Eq.~11!. In this case, we are only going t
compute cross sections at leading order. Data have not b
published for this particular cross section, but since it is
rectly measurable, we think it is a useful quantity to wo
with.

For the specific processp1 p̄→(W2→e1 n̄e)1 p̄1X,
we have the leading-order cross section for quark-antiqu
annihilation to a lepton pair:

dŝab
lep

d t̂
.

GF
2

6MWGW
C̃ab

W d~xaxbs2MW
2 ! û2, ~14!

where GW is the width of the W boson and û5
2xbxPAsETe2y. Using Eq.~14! in Eq. ~11!, one obtains the
following cross section at the hadronic level:

ds lep

dy
5(

a,b
E dxP

xP
E dET f P/ p̄~xP! f b/P~xb! f a/p~xa! C̃ab

W

3F û2GF
2

6sGW@~MW/2ET!221#1/2G , ~15!

wherexa andxb are now given by

xa5
MWe2y

As
F MW

2ET
1AS MW

2ET
D 2

21G ,
xb5

MW
2

s

1

xaxP
. ~16!

We have suppressed the scale dependence of the func
f i / j in Eqs.~13! and~15!; in actual computations, we set th
scale equal to the vector boson mass. A similar equation m
be obtained for theW1 cross section.

D. Inclusive cross sections

Since we are particularly interested in the percentage
events that are diffractive, we also need to calculate the
clusive cross sections, that is, the ones without the diffrac
2-10
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DIFFRACTIVE PRODUCTION OF JETS AND WEAK . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 074022
requirement on the final state. The analogue to Eq.~11! for
the inclusive cross section for jet production is the stand
formula

ds jet, incl

dy
5(

a,b
E dET2ETE dy8 f a/p~xa ,m!

3 f b/ p̄~xb ,m!xaxb

dŝab
jet

d t̂
, ~17!

where xa is given in Eq. ~12!, while xb is now xb5(ey

1ey8)ET /As.
For the leptons fromW2 production, the inclusive version

of Eq. ~15! is

ds lep, incl

dy
5(

a,b
E dET f b/ p̄~xb ,m! f a/p~xa ,m! C̃ab

W

3F û2GF
2

6sGW@~MW/2ET!221#1/2G , ~18!

with a similar equation forW1 production. In Eq.~18!, û
52xbAsETe2y, xa is as defined in Eq.~16! while xb is now
given byxb5MW

2 /xas.
The analogue to Eq.~13! for the inclusive total cross sec

tion for vector boson production is

sVB5s0
VB(

a,b
E dxa

xa
E dxb

xb
f a/p~xa! f b/ p̄~xb! C̃ab

VB

3vabS t

xaxb
,asD . ~19!

IV. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS OF W AND Z
PRODUCTION

For the calculations in this section, the factorization sc
in the parton distributions was set toMVB . The values of the
electroweak parameters that appear in the various form
were taken from Ref.@34#, and we use only four flavors
(u,d,s,c) in the weak mixing matrix, with the Cabibbo ang
uC50.2269.

A. Comparison with previous calculations

Bruni and Ingelman@27# computed diffractiveW/Z cross
sections neglecting anyQ2 evolution of the parton distribu
tions in the Pomeron. AtAs51800 GeV, they obtained th
following diffractive fractions (R5sdiff /s incl): RW11W2

.20% andRZ.17% for totalW andZ production, respec-
tively. These rates are substantially larger than the few p
cent measured by CDF in@13#.

As we will now explain, when one uses evolved Pomer
parton densities from our fits to data from the DESep col-
leder HERA, one obtains substantially smaller rates than
Bruni-Ingelman ones. To understand these small rates,
first verify that we can reproduce the Bruni-Ingelman resu
For these, we used their unevolved hard quark distributio
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the Pomeron@given by their Eq. ~4!#, the same cut on
xP :xP

max50.1, the Eichten-Hinchliffe-Lane-Quigg set
~EHLQ1! parton distributions in the proton and the IS flu
factor:6

f P/p
IS ~xP!5E dt

1

2.3xP
~3.19e8t10.212e3t!. ~20!

The flux in Eq.~20! differs by a factor of 1/2 from that in
@27# because here we consider the case when onlyp̄ diffracts
while @27# considers the case when eitherp or p̄ diffracts.

Next, we evolved their Pomeron parton distributions a
recalculated the cross sections. Finally, to provide our b
estimates of the rates, we repeated the calculations u
CTEQ4M for the parton densities in the proton or antiprot
and using our fits for the parton densities in the Pomeron
with proper evolution. The cross sections were calcula
using Eqs.~13! and~19! and the results obtained are summ
rized in Tables IV–VI.

First, in Table IV, we show theinclusivecross section,
s incl, which will give the denominator for the fraction of th
cross section that is diffractive. We present the LO res
from @27# as well as our leading and NLO results. At leadin
order, one observes that the use of the more up-to-d
CTEQ4M densities in the proton instead of the EHLQ1 de
sities used by Bruni and Ingelman leads to cross sections
are 20% –30% higher. Including the next-to-leading ord
contributions leads to another similar increase in the cr
sections.

The diffractive cross sectionssW,Z diff are shown in
Tables V and VI. In the columns labeled ‘‘BI,’’ we used th
Bruni-Ingelman parton density in the Pomeron and
EHLQ1 parton densities in the proton, together with t
Ingelman-Schlein flux factor~20!. In the other columns we
used our fits for the parton densities in the Pomeron toge
with the CTEQ4M parton distributions in the proton; we u
the Donnachie-Landshoff form for the flux factor, Eq.~5!,
and aP51.14. First, we use the same cutxP

max50.1 as was
used by Bruni and Ingelman to produce Table V. Howev
this allowsxP to be rather larger than where Pomeron e
change is expected to dominate. So we also made calc
tions with xP

max50.01, for which the results are shown
Table VI.

6Note that since our purpose in using the IS flux is to compare
results with the Bruni-Ingelman calculations, we have used
Pomeron intercept of unity instead of the more accurate value u
in our fits.

TABLE IV. Inclusive cross sectionssW,Z incl ~pb! for weak vec-
tor boson production.

EHLQ1 EHLQ1 CTEQ4M
Ref. @27# LO LO NLO LO NLO

W11W2 14000 14300 18100 18700 23500

Z 4400 4400 5600 5500 6900
2-11
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TABLE V. Diffractive cross sectionsW,Z diff ~pb! for weak vector boson production when onlyp̄ diffracts
and withxP

max50.1. The cross sections using the BI distributions were computed withaP51, as in Ref.@27#,
but the cross sections using fits A and D were computed withaP51.14.

Pomeron: BI@27# BI BI Fit A Fit D
Unevolved Unevolved Evolved Evolved Evolved

Proton: EHLQ1 EHLQ1 EHLQ1 CTEQ4M CTEQ4M
LO LO NLO LO NLO LO NLO LO NLO

W11W2 1400 1400 1800 1000 1300 300 390 650 810
Z 380 380 480 260 330 77 100 170 210
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In column 3 of Table V we show our leading order resu
when we use the same unevolved parton densities as B
and Ingelman; we agree with their cross sections~column 2!.
Then we repeat the calculations but with correctly evolv
parton densities in the Pomeron, with the Bruni-Ingelm
formula being used as the initial data for the evolution
Q0

254 GeV2 ~column 5!. The corresponding next-to
leading order cross sections are shown in columns 4 an
We see that at either LO or NLO, evolution of the Pomer
parton densities leads to about a 30% reduction in the c
section.

We also present in Table VII the diffractive fractions f
total W production when eitherp or p̄ diffracts. The fractions
are obtained by dividing twice the diffractive cross sectio
in Tables V and VI~which are forsingle-sideddiffraction!
by the appropriate inclusive cross section in Table IV.

The diffractive fraction obtained from the evolved B
Pomeron parton distribution, using columns 3 and 4 of Ta
IV for sW,Z incl, is about 14% forW production, compared
with the 20% that is obtained using the unevolved
Pomeron distributions. The corresponding percentages fZ
production are a little smaller: 12%~evolved! and 17%~un-
evolved!.

In the last four columns of Tables V and VI we prese
the results when two of our fits~with aP51.14) shown in
Sec. II are used. Fit A is the one with a simple hard qu
distribution and no glue as the initial values, while fit D
which has both quarks and gluons initially, is our best
overall. Now fit A does not have the large gluon content t
is necessary to fit the photoproduction data; so cross sec
computed using fit A cannot be said to represent good
dictions. However, it is adjusted to fit DIS data, so tha

TABLE VI. Diffractive cross sectionsW,Z diff ~pb! for weak

vector boson production when onlyp̄ diffracts, but now withxP
max

50.01. The cross sections using the BI distributions were comp
with aP51, as in Ref.@27#, but the cross sections using fits A an
D were computed withaP51.14.

Pomeron: BI Fit A Fit D
Evolved Evolved Evolved

Proton: EHLQ1 CTEQ4M CTEQ4M
LO NLO LO NLO LO NLO

W11W2 25 38 9 14 14 21
Z 3.2 5.0 1.1 1.8 1.6 2.5
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comparison of predictions using fits A and D pinpoints si
ations where the large gluon distribution has a large effe

We have also calculated the cross sections resulting w
we use the versions of the diffractive parton densities wit
higher value of the Pomeron intercept,aP51.19. We find
that the cross sections are reduced by 10% –20%, depen
on the value ofxP

max. The reduced cross section arises b
cause the diffractive parton densities are constrained to
ZEUS and H1 data at fairly small values ofxP and we are
now calculating cross sections at higher values ofxP . So an
increase inaP results in a decrease in our calculated cro
section for the hadron-induced processes.

The LO and NLO cross sections resulting from fit A~col-
umns 7 and 8 of Table V! are only about 30% of the evolve
BI cross sections.~We will indicate the sources of this dif
ference below, in Sec. IV B.! The diffractive fractions ob-
tained from this fit, using the CTEQ4M entries in Table IV
are 3.3%(2.9%) forW(Z) production, as shown in Table
VII.

The quark distributions in fit D are about 20% higher th
in fit A—see the values ofaq in Table I. However, the cross
sections forW production with fit D exceed those with fit A
by a substantially larger factor, particularly atxP

max50.1,
where the cross section is more than a factor of 2 high
This arises because of evolution: the large gluon distribut
in fit D increases the quark distribution atm5MW compared
with the case without the large gluon distribution. The i
creased quark density is most pronounced at small fractio
momentum. Thus the effect is larger atxP

max50.1 than at
xP

max50.01, since in the first case, the quark from t
Pomeron that makes theW has a smaller fractional momen
tum relative to the Pomeron. The NLO contributions furth
increase the fit D cross sections by 24%. Even so, the c
sections are still smaller, by a factor of 1.6, than the on
from evolved BI Pomeron parton distributions. The rat
from fit D ~using NLO values! are 6.9%(6.1%) forW(Z)
production. These rates agree with those obtained by Ku
and Stirling @21# with their model 2 for diffractive parton
distributions.

The data from which our fits were extracted used a c
servative cut on the Pomeron momentum,xP

max50.01. The
Pomeron flux factor allows for thexP dependence, but to
ensure maximum compatibility with the HERA data witho
the assumption of standard Regge behavior, the same
should be applied to the cross sections in hadron-hadron
lisions. This results in the cross sections in Table VI, wh

d
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TABLE VII. Diffractive fractions using NLO cross sections forW11W2 andZ production when either

p or p̄ diffracts.

BI ~unevolved! Fit A Fit D Fit A Fit D
xP

max50.1 xP
max50.1 xP

max50.1 xP
max50.01 xP

max50.01

W11W2 20% 3.3% 6.9% 0.12% 0.18%
Z 17% 2.9% 6.1% 0.05% 0.07%
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therefore represent our most accurate prediction of diffr
tive W andZ production, given only the assumption of har
scattering factorization,which of course we wish to test. No-
tice that with this cut the diffractive cross sections are o
an order of magnitude smaller than withxP

max50.1. The per-
centages obtained with this cut onxP for W(Z) production
are 0.12%(0.05%) and 0.18%(0.07%) using fits A and
respectively, as shown in Table VII. The large reduction
due to the fact that we are not far from an effective kinema
limit: the cut onxP gives a maximum proton-Pomeron e
ergy of 180 GeV, and partons typically do not carry t
whole of the energy of their parent hadrons.

B. Why are the fractions smaller than from BI?

Although the data used in our fits support a ‘‘hard’’ qua
distribution in the Pomeron, we predict that the diffractiveW
and Z cross sections are much smaller than those predi
by Bruni and Ingelman, who also used hard quark distri
tions. For example, the diffractive fraction forW production
computed using fit A is 6 times smaller than Bruni and
gelman’s fraction~see Table VII!.

Since Bruni and Ingelman’s work served as an init
benchmark for subsequent work, it is interesting to und
stand the sources of this factor. We first address fit A, si
that is our parametrization that is closest to Bruni and Ing
man’s. The factor between the diffractive rates arises as
accumulation of several modest factors:

~i! A factor of 0.9 because of the use of the CTEQ4
instead of the obsolete EHLQ1 distributions in the proto
~The denominator in the ratio of diffractive to inclusive cro
sections increases by more than the numerator.!

~ii ! A factor of 0.7 for the effect of the evolution of th
parton densities in the Pomeron.

~iii ! A factor of 1.7 for the use of the Donnachie
Landshoff flux factor instead of the Ingelman-Schlein fl
factor, when the momentum sum is kept fixed. We ha
found that this factor arises from the following:

~a! A factor of 2.5 to allow for our larger value ofaP .
~b! A factor of 0.7 to allow for the effects of the Pomero

slopea8.
~iv! A factor of 0.16 because the DIS data indicate that

quarks have a momentum sum substantially less than
value of unity that was assumed by Bruni and Ingelman.7

7Note that in the case of the diffractive DIS cross section, t
small momentum sum is mostly compensated by the effects of
larger value ofaP , which increases the cross sections at smallxP .
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The first three factors in fact cancel. So one possible v
is that the smallness of our results compared with those
Bruni and Ingelman arises essentially because of the cha
in the momentum sum of the quarks required by a fit to
data. An alternative view arises when one observes that
Pomeron-proton coupling is obtained by fitting data on h
energy scattering, and that if one increasesaP , then the
value of the Pomeron-proton coupling has to be decrease
keep the cross section at some particular energy fixed.~Of
course, the energy dependence of the cross section woul
be fitted so well.! The variable in high-energy scattering th
corresponds to 1/xP for hard diffraction iss/M2. Now, the
typical value ofxP in the data that we fit is about 1023,
which corresponds tos;1000 GeV2, i.e., a fixed target en-
ergy of around 500 GeV. Therefore it is possible to arg
that the factor of 2.5 for the larger value ofaP should be
combined with the factor of 0.16 for the momentum sum,
produce a factor of 0.4 for the momentum sum with t
Pomeron-proton coupling fixed at a value appropriate
fixed-target CERN and Fermilab experiments. The ove
reduction in our rates compared with those of Bruni a
Ingelman then arises as a product of several factors, all
than unity.

The effects of this decrease in cross section in going fr
the Bruni-IngelmanAnsatzto our fitted distribution A are
then somewhat compensated by the effects of the large g
distribution we find in fit D.

C. Lepton distributions for W production at the Tevatron

In this section, we present our results forW production,
but now with cuts on the emitted leptonl. Specifically, we
calculate the electron’s~or positron’s! rapidity ~y! distribu-
tion from Eq. ~15! for the diffractive process and from Eq
~18! for the inclusive one. For the parton distributions in t
Pomeron, we use our five fits withaP51.14—see Eqs.~8!,
~9! and Table I—evolved up to theW mass. We imposed a
cut of 20 GeV on theET of the emitted lepton, and we
integratedxP up to xP

max50.01.
Figure 9 shows our results forW2 production. For com-

parison, we also show the inclusive cross section rescale
531024 as represented by the lower dotted curve. The d
fractive cross sections exhibit a strong falloff in the regi
ye.20.2 that is a consequence of the requirement of a
pidity gap. This falloff is of course not present in the incl
sive cross section.

The diffractive cross sections are about 2% –4% of
inclusive one at the left edge of the plots~at y523) de-
pending on the fit used. At abouty521.6 where the diffrac-

s
ur
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ALVERO, COLLINS, TERRON, AND WHITMORE PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 074022
tive cross sections peak, this fraction drops to ab
0.4% –0.6% of the inclusive cross section. The cross sect
using high glue fits D, B and SG, denoted by solid, dot
and upper dashed curves, respectively, are larger~D gives
largest cross section! than those using the low glue fits A
~dashed! and C~dot-dashed! which overlap in the figure. The
differences between the cross sections reflect first the siz
the quark densities and then, in fits B, D and SG, the effe
of a large gluon distribution on the evolution of the qua
distribution. For example, fit SG has a smaller quark dis
bution than fit A, but its large gluon distribution pulls th
cross section above that given by fit A. However, the diff
ences are moderate, at most a factor of 1.5.

The corresponding cross sections forW1 are shown in
Fig. 10. The cross sections are larger than for theW2, be-
cause a valence up quark from the proton can be use
make aW1, especially at large negative rapidities. In t
plot, the rapidity gap exists forye1.21.6. The same fea
tures as in the curves of Fig. 9 can be observed and, thus
same general inferences forW2 production can be made fo
this case as well.

D. Comparison to CDF data for W production

The CDF Collaboration has presented data on diffrac
W production frompp̄ collisions atAs51800 GeV @13#.
The W’s are produced with a rapidity gap in the region 2
,uhu,4.2. They find that the fraction of diffractive to non
diffractive W production is @13# RW5@1.1560.51(stat)
60.20(syst)#%. This value corresponds to diffractive da
corrected up toxP50.1 @35#.

FIG. 9. Rapidity distribution ofe2 in W2 production with the
cut xP,0.01. The solid curve results from using fit D, upper dash
curve with fit SG, dotted curve with fit B, lower dashed curve w
fit A and dot-dashed curve with fit C. The lower dotted curve is
inclusive cross section scaled down by a factor of 531024.
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So in Table VIII we present our diffractive fractions usin
Eq. ~13! and our fits withaP51.14 for several different val-
ues ofxP

max. They are computed with the diffracted hadro
being allowed to be either the proton or the antiproton. W
see that forxP

max50.01, the rates are an order of magnitu
smaller, while forxP

max50.05, the rates are of the same ord
as the data. However, the preferred fits, with a large amo
of initial glue ~B, D and SG!, yield rates which are about 2–
times larger than the data. ForxP

max50.1, our rates are a
factor 3–6 larger than the central data value.

V. DIFFRACTIVE JETS

In this section, we present our results for jet productio
We imposed the following cuts on the jet cross sectio
These represent the effect of appropriate experimental
@14,17# and of cuts to improve the significance of the sign

~i! We require that two jets be produced in the same h
of the detector, i.e.,y1y2.0, whereyi is the rapidity of jeti.
This eliminates the region where the jets are in oppo
hemispheres, since that region is well populated by n
diffractive events but is relatively unpopulated by diffractiv
events, because of the rapidity gap requirement.

d
FIG. 10. Rapidity distribution ofe1 in W1 production with the

cut xP,0.01. The description of the various curves is the same a
the caption for Fig. 9.

TABLE VIII. Diffractive fractions RW for W production when

eitherp or p̄ diffracts.

Fit xP
max50.01 xP

max50.05 xP
max50.1

A 0.12% 1.9% 3.3%
B 0.14% 2.6% 5.1%
C 0.12% 1.8% 3.2%
D 0.18% 3.5% 6.9%

SG 0.14% 2.2% 4.1%
2-14
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DIFFRACTIVE PRODUCTION OF JETS AND WEAK . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 074022
~ii ! Each jet is required to have a transverse energyET
greater than 20 GeV. This ensures that we are definitel
the perturbative region for the jets, but the cut could be
laxed.

~iii ! Each jet’s rapidity satisfiesuyu.ycut[1.8.
Next, we integrated over the rapidity of one of the jets

obtain a single jet distribution, but still subject to the abo
cuts on the other jet. Equations~11! and ~17! were used for
the diffractive and inclusive cross sections, respectively, w
the parton distributions evolved to the scaleET . For the
diffractive cross sections, thexP integral was performed up
to xP

max50.01. In the following discussion, we will denote th
rapidity of the final state jet byyjet instead ofy.

The resulting cross sections are shown in Fig. 11. Th
are no points in the middle part of the plot because of
rapidity cut. The cross sections using low glue fits A and
are nearly identical as depicted by the overlapping das
~A! and dot-dashed~C! curves in the figure. The high glu
fits D ~solid curve!, B ~dotted curve! and SG~heavy dashed
curve! yield cross sections that are about an order of mag
tude larger, with D being largest, than those using low g
fits. This difference reflects the sensitivity of this particu
type of cross section to the gluon content of the Pomer
The lower dotted curve, which is symmetric abouty50, rep-
resents the inclusive cross section scaled down by a facto
531024.

The diffractive jet percentages are shown in Fig. 1
whereR3100 is plotted as a function ofyjet , with

R5
ds jet, diff/dyjet

ds jet, incl/dyjet

.

One finds that the ratesR are largest when fit D is used
varying from 2.7% to 5.7%. With fit B, whose gluon distr

FIG. 11. Rapidity distribution of jet cross sections, withET

.20 GeV, y.1.8, andxP,0.01. The description of the variou
curves is the same as in the caption for Fig. 9.
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bution is about a factor of 2 lower than fit D, the rates a
also about a factor of 2 smaller. The rates obtained with
A and C are much lower, ranging from 0.2% to about 0.3
With fit SG, the resulting curve is relatively flat, giving a ra
of about 1.2%. The rates are largest atyjet524, then de-
crease asyjet increases. Of course, the large rates for dis
butions D, B and SG, all with the large gluon distributio
directly result from the fact that there is a gluon-induc
subprocess.

We end this section by making comparisons with data
diffractive dijet production from CDF and D0 atAs51800
GeV. CDF has measured dijet data both with a rapidity g
requirement @14# and with Roman pots@15# along the
antiproton beam direction. In the first case, the cross sec
for dijets produced opposite a rapidity (h) gap in the region
2.4,uhu,4.2 is measured. Each jet is required to have
minimum ET of 20 GeV and rapidity 1.8,uhu,3.5. They
also measure the dijet cross section without a rapid
gap, i.e., what we refer to in this paper as the inclus
cross section. The diffractive fraction they measure is@14#
RJJ5@0.7560.05(stat)60.09(syst)#%. This measured
value is appropriate forxP<0.1 @35#. The fractions that we
obtain using the above cuts and our fits withaP51.14 are
shown in Table IX, for several values ofxP

max. Our calcula-
tion assumes that either the antiproton or the proton
diffracted. The rates obtained with fit D or B are from 3
22 times larger, while those obtained with fit C or
range from being about 70% smaller to being a few perc
larger than the measured value, depending on the valu
xP

max. The rates using fit SG are also significantly grea
than the data but smaller than the rates with fits B and
This reflects the low number of gluons in fit SG; they we
more effective in the photoproduction at producing jets b

FIG. 12. Diffractive jet production percentages, withET.20
GeV, y.1.8, andxP,0.01. The solid curve results from using fi
D, upper dashed curve with fit SG, dotted curve with fit B, low
dashed curve with fit A and dot-dashed curve with fit C.
2-15
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ALVERO, COLLINS, TERRON, AND WHITMORE PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 074022
cause of their relatively large fractional momentum relat
to the Pomeron.

With their Roman-pot-triggered diffractive sample, CD
has measured a diffractive fraction ofRJJ5@0.10960.003
60.016#%. The data in this sample correspond toxP in the
range 0.05,xP,0.1, with the jets having minimumET of 10
GeV. The fractions we obtain using the same kinematic c
and our fits withaP51.14 are presented in Table X. In th
case, our calculation assumes that only the antiproton is
fracted. The ones obtained with fits D, B and SG are from
to 34 times larger than the data, while those obtained w
fits C and A are about twice as large.

Finally, D0 also has some preliminary data@17# on dif-
fractive dijet production. They require a rapidity gap opp
site the dijets, which haveET

min512 GeV anduh jetu.1.6.
The diffractive fraction they measure with an estimat
xP

max50.03 isRJJ5@0.6760.05#%. Our calculated fractions
are shown in Table XI; as with our previous calculations,
use the fits withaP51.14 and assume that either the antip
ton or the proton is diffracted, The realistic fits~with a large
gluon content! are well above the data, by factors of 9, 1
and 4 for fits B, D, and SG, respectively. The cross secti
obtained from fits A and C are a bit smaller than the da
these fits give a correct normalization for diffractive DIS,
again we see the importance of the photoproduction dat
demonstrating a breakdown of factorization.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented parton distributions in the Pome
resulting from fits to data on diffractive DIS and diffractiv
photoproduction at HERA. In order to explore the sensitiv
of the data to different aspects of the parton densities,
made several fits with different assumptions for the init
parton densities. We find that only those parametrizati
with a large amount of glue~B, D and SG! are able to pro-
vide a good fit to the photoproduction data. The other t
parametrizations~A and C!, which are constrained to have n

TABLE IX. Diffractive fractionsRJJ for dijet production when

eitherp or p̄ diffracts and using cuts onET andy appropriate for the
CDF rapidity gap data.

Fit xP
max50.01 xP

max50.05 xP
max50.1

A 0.23% 0.63% 0.83%
B 1.9% 6.0% 8.1%
C 0.23% 0.61% 0.79%
D 3.9% 12.3% 16.4%

SG 1.2% 2.5% 3.2%

TABLE X. Diffractive fractionsRJJ for dijet production when

only p̄ diffracts and using cuts onxP , ET andy appropriate to the
CDF Roman pot data.

Fit A B C D SG

RJJ 0.20% 1.8% 0.19% 3.7% 0.85%
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gluons in the starting distributions, badly underestimate
photoproduction cross sections.

We also find that the normalizations of both the quark a
gluon densities in the Pomeron are well determined by
data. As regards the shape, hard distributions are prefe
But in the case of the gluon, the question still remains as
whether a conventional hard distribution (12b at largeb)
or something harder is correct. We are able to obtain sa
factory fits with both a hard gluon, in fit D, and a hard
gluon, in fit SG. We have shown how measurements of thb
dependence of the photoproduction cross section will be a
to provide much better information.

From our fits, we predicted the cross sections for vec
boson production and dijet production in diffractivepp̄ in-
teractions at the Tevatron. The rates represent a realistic
diction of the cross sections,given the assumption of factor
ization. We find that the predictions are a factor of seve
above the measured cross sections. In the case of the jet
sections, it is only for the physically correct ‘‘high-gluon
fits that the predictions substantially exceed the data.
lack of agreement between the predictions and the data i
cates a substantial breakdown of factorization in diffract
pp̄ interactions.

For the predictions to match the measured diffractive ra
of W production by CDF, suppression factors ([ prediction/
data! ranging from 3 to 6 must be applied. In the case
diffractive dijet production, the suppression factors appea
be somewhat larger, around 10.~We refer only to the realis-
tic fits, with a large amount of glue.!

Further work to measure the suppression factors is ne
sary to obtain a fuller understanding of the dynamics of d
fractive hadron-hadron interactions. One interesting poss
ity is to search for the contribution predicted by the coher
Pomeron mechanism of Collins, Frankfurt and Strikman@1#,
which in fact gives anenhancementof the cross section a
largeb. Such an enhancement is suggested by the UA8 d
@11#. This and our results on photoproduction show that
measurement ofb distributions is important. It should be
noted that the UA8 data are at largerutu than the data which
we have fitted.

With regards to extracting diffractive parton densitie
further work is also needed to understand the differen
between the ZEUS and H1 data, as illustrated in Fig. 6. T
differences are suggestive of a systematic error that is co
lated point-to-point. This indicates that we need to be care
about taking thex2 values at face value, and in fact th
systematic errors need to be treated more correctly.
negative value for the soft quark term in fit D is worryin
note that it is driven by the H1 data, as can be seen from
x2 values in Table II.

TABLE XI. Diffractive fractionsRJJ for dijet production when

eitherp or p̄ diffracts and using cuts onxP , ET andy appropriate
for the D0 data.

Fit A B C D SG

RJJ 0.59% 5.8% 0.57% 11.8% 2.4%
2-16
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It is also important to test the universality ofaP , for
example, to test whether its value is different in exclus
and inclusive processes, as is suggested by Fig. 7.

Finally, further tests of factorization can be accomplish
at HERA. For example, we expect hard-scattering factor
tion to be valid for heavy quark production in DIS as we
but not for any resolved photoproduction process.

Note added.After completion of the work for this paper,
paper by the ZEUS Collaboration@36# appeared. It provides
the official version of the diffractive photoproduction da
@25# that we showed in Fig. 8, and the paper reports a Q
analysis of the ZEUS data. This analysis was performed
t.
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dependently of the one in the present paper, but in a sim
style, and the conclusions as regards the parton densitie
the Pomeron are similar.
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